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About This Game

Crystal Towers 2 XL is an adventure platform game inspired by the shareware of the 90s. Join Bernard the monk as he makes
his way through the hostile reaches of the kingdom on a quest to recover the sacred instruments that hold the world's music

together.

This XL edition is a partially remade version of the original game from 2011, adapting the game for widescreen as well as
improving a host of things that were missing the first time around.

Featuring!

 Nearly 300 individual challenges, enough to last more than your lifetime (if you're a medium-sized insect)

 Steam Achievements - some of which aren't patronizing and useless!

 Absolutely no water or ice levels!

 The Synthesizer, which lets you create magic artefacts to help you on your quest with mere hours of grinding for items!

 Use the Music Castle's free wifi to post your scorecard online and laugh at your lesser friends!

 The engine behind Five Nights at Freddy's doing something that isn't lastingly traumatic!
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 Programmer art galore!
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Genre: Indie
Developer:
David Newton
Publisher:
David Newton
Release Date: 11 Aug, 2015
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Minimum:

OS: XP

Memory: 512 MB RAM

English
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What an amazing game! It really captures the gamer's attention with beautiful art and scenery while engaging them in a whole
new experience from any other while they use their environment and skills to their advantage to be victorious! I would highly
recommend checking out!. So far so good! Just had time to get through the tutorial and it feel like I am playing Myth 2. Can't
wait to get into the campaign and multiplayer.. An imaginitive journey through a beautifully crafted world that feels like it was
lifted from the watercolored pages of a child's storybook. The art direction is an original, breath of fresh air with obvious
thought given to the mood established in each of the sections though the music and environments. I enjoyed the purposefully
naive dialog in the sequestered little village and how it contrasted to the more "worldly" characters. The puzzles were thought
provoking, striking a nice balance between being solvable without overly simple, and made sense in the context of the story.

The overall message of the piece is an important one and its simple, one line dedication struck an emotional chord. It is clear
that great care was invested in the creation of this game and I look forward to seeing how the story plays out. I tip my hat to the
development team. Well done.

I definitely recommend this adventure to anyone looking to spend a few enjoyable hours capturing some of the magic from the
days of imagination and bedtime stories.. Nice ideas, but just too boring to play through. Graphics could also be much
improved, "fullscreen mode" is a joke with 1280x720 native game resolution. Can't recommend this game at it's current state
(V1.0.1). Just purchased this game and I have found bugs already - Specifically the 'carrier mission' and the 'defend airfield
mission' - lock up - there is no player control....the program runs the base animations until the mission fails. Will alert if I find
more...what a joke!. Thanks for the game key guys. Love it to Death!!!!!. Cute and fun, love the internet witch/cyberpink
aesthetic. I want to say it's got sort of match-three and minesweeper and battleship mechanics, but it's not really any of those.
Although it's gradually increasing the complexity of the puzzles, so far (about an hour in) it still feels very relaxing and calming,
as it's all turn-based so you can take as long as you need.

Also, it is entirely mouse-based, so there is no official controller support, but it is perfect for a touch screen, steam controller, or
any other controller mapped to the mouse (ie with joy2key or controller companion). Rubbish Game! Very hard to aim!.
Awesome game and now you can get it totally free with TF2 (requires source engine game on your account)
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Cannot wait for online multiplayer.... After the tutorial tho no arrows or nothing it really doesnt tell you what to do. I picked this
game up on sale and I'm kinda disappointed i did. Not because the game was bad, actually more the contrary, I felt like I wanted
to give the developer more for what I played.

I've never played any of the original Castlevania games, so I don't have any context from them (Other than what i've seen in
videos) and although I can confidently say this is definitely a different type of game, I can also say that I loved it every second
of the way through.. I don't get the bad reviews, while yes, it can be compared to Banished,
it feels like there is more to this game.
This game is a lot more difficult if you try to rapidly build, you will die.
A cool feature is that you can directly takeover citizens and do tasks,
such as hunting, building, farming and chopping trees.
I would love to see way more development on the game, but similar to Banished, its unlikely.
However there are mods which do add more to the game.. First of all, the story is very captivating, I like the fact that the story is
being told through Katou's perspective in the trailer, it is interesting to see the bad guy's view point, very original kind of story
telling. The gameplay is quite hard, it is challenging and I love it. It has the love – hate mix for sure... Best bucks spent this
month.
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